Modeling erosion in a centrifugal pump in an Eulerian-Lagrangian frame using OpenFOAM®
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Abstract: Erosion induced by solid particle impingement is a very common wear mechanism in turbomachinery and Computational Fluid Dynamics is one of the most widely used tools for its prediction. In this article, erosion is modelled in one of the channels of a centrifugal pump using OpenFOAM®, which is an Open Source CFD package. A review of some of the most commonly used erosion models is carried out in an Eulerian-Lagrangian frame along with a comparative study of the erosion rates obtained with each model. Results yielded some disparities between models due to the different factors taken into consideration. The mesh is then deformed to obtain the resulting eroded geometry.
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1. Introduction

Computational Fluid Dynamics is one of the most widely used tools for erosion prediction. The use of this method has been enhanced by the major advances in computer technology in recent decades. These allow the attainment of more accurate solutions as well as decreasing computation times significantly. In this work, OpenFOAM’s erosion modeling capabilities are assessed. OpenFOAM is an Open Source CFD package that allows modeling flow conditions in turbomachinery and calculating erosion rates induced by particle impingement in any geometrical configuration. In this article, a single channel of a centrifugal pump is subjected to solid particle impingement and the location of erosion is analyzed and results yielded by four different methods are compared.

The first part of the text deals both with the selection of the correct approach for the treatment of the disperse phase and the coupling of the lagrangian library and the incompressible solver (SRFPimpleFoam). A basic description of the implementation of this solver is also outlined. After that, the implemented erosion models are briefly commented and the results obtained for each of them are showed and compared. Finally, a deformation algorithm is applied to one of the models in order to get the amplified eroded profile.

2. CFD model

2.1 Particulate phase treatment

Erosion induced by solid particles impinging on complex surfaces is a very common process in many industrial processes. Two different approaches may be taken into account when obtaining numerical solutions to the equations governing fluid flows. The Eulerian-Eulerian method is suitable for high
particle concentrations. In this case the particles are treated as a continuous phase and the eulerian continuum equations are solved for the two different phases. When the concentration of the particles inside the fluid is sufficiently low, the continuous phase would be solved in the first place, while the successive positions and velocities of the particles would be integrated from Newton’s equations for motion. This would be the so called Eulerian-Lagrangian approach. The influence of the particulate phase on the continuous phase can be neglected when the concentration of the disperse phase is adequately low. Calculation of the Particle Mass Loading [1] is a convenient tool for making the correct choice of methodology.

In the case being presented in this article, no significant two-way particle-fluid coupling is to be expected due to the calculated particle mass loading being slightly over 0.015. This indicates that the momentum transfer from the particles to the continuous phase is negligible, as it can be verified in the simulations by inspecting the recorded values of this momentum transfer.

2.2 Domain discretisation

For the present article, a random example of a centrifugal pump impeller has been chosen, and its corresponding volume is presented in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Centrifugal pump impeller volume](image)

In order to keep the computational cost to a minimum while maintaining a reasonable accuracy, only one channel of the impeller has been taken into consideration. Figure 2 shows the geometrical
configuration of the channel, which has been divided into several parts for an optimised discretisation procedure as well as different parts of the resulting mesh.

Figure 2. Centrifugal pump channel discretisation


OpenFOAM’s customisability is one of its main incentives, together with the ease of manipulation of the different libraries and the linkage possibilities between them. For the case being treated here, the lagrangian-intermediate library is chosen for coupling with the incompressible solver. This library contains a series of templated functions, models and forces that allow calculation of the particle variables once the carrier phase has been previously solved. The intermediate library provides the user with five different classes for representing the particles. As no particle-particle collisions, chemical reactions or temperature effects are taken into consideration; the Kinematic class is the most suitable library to be coupled to the incompressible solver. The Kinematic library allows two different particle treatments. The first one is to track the particles individually, while the second one avoids extra computational costs by tracking a set of particles, or an also called computational parcel. In a computational parcel, in order to capture the behaviour of the real particles, some real case properties are defined. For the case being taken into consideration, the individual particle tracking approach is selected, due to the previously mentioned low concentration of particles in the fluid phase.

The selection of the incompressible solver is limited to SRFPimpleFoam, which is a transient solver for incompressible flow in a single rotating frame.
The procedure starts with the solution of the fluid flow. Once the continuous phase solution is calculated, the different forces on the particles are computed. Newton’s equations for motion are then solved and the position of the particles is obtained by means of integration. The difference between the Simple Reference Solver and the pimpleFoam incompressible solver lies in the treatment of the velocity. The fluid’s velocity inside the rotating volume is calculated as relative, and the particles are affected by an SRF Force (due to the rotating component of the movement) which has to be incorporated into the disperse phase properties. An additional model to take into account the drag force exerted by the fluid is included.

Linking the lagrangian library to the incompressible solver means adding the constructors and files needed to represent the particles inside the fluid. Then inclusion inside the solver of the required functions that will take the continuous phase solution is performed. These functions are responsible for the calculation of the forces on the particles before the mentioned integration of the acceleration in order to obtain their positions and velocities.

4. Erosion modeling

4.1 Erosion calculation

The Kinematic library is largely based in templates, which is a powerful feature of C++ programming language. This language requires declaring variables, functions and most kinds of entities using types. Templates are functions or classes that are defined for one or more types that are not yet specified. Due to the fact that a lot of parts of the code look the same for different types, templates become a very useful tool and that is the reason why they are very common within OpenFOAM’s code. The function that calculates erosion is in fact, a template, which in this case is defined for the Kinematic class. Impingement information, such as impact speed and impact angle, is gathered as the individual particles or computational parcels hit the specified walls of the geometry on which erosion needs to be calculated. After this, the recorded information is used to calculate erosion at each particular face of the boundary and the field formed by all the faces is stored to a file for post processing.

4.2 Implemented erosion models

In addition to the built-in erosion model, three additional equations have been implemented in OpenFOAM. Given that each equation is the result of a personal approach (in fact, literally thousands of different models can be encountered in the literature) only the location of erosion will be compared, paying special attention to the location of the maximum erosion. Calculation of wear rates for a particular case would imply experimental tests to obtain some of the constants used in the models. However, if the location of maximum erosion and the relative difference between the different eroded parts is successfully represented by the model, the wear experienced by the geometry can be obtained by scaling that obtained values to fit the available results.

It is worth noting that the four different models calculate the wear rates for exactly the same number of impact locations, angles and velocities. This is due to the fact that the information concerning each impact is simulataneously given as input to the four erosion models.
4.2.1 Finnie Erosion model [2]

The present model is one of the first and still widely used models in the literature. It is divided into two different equations, which depend on the angle of impingement. These equations yield the volume of material removed by a single abrasive particle of mass $m$, travelling at a velocity denoted by $V$. Two experimental constants are present in the set of equations, namely, the ratio of depth of contact to the depth of cut and the ratio of vertical to horizontal force components. The material’s plastic flow stress of the material subjected to erosion and the angle of impingement are the last two variables to complete the formulae.

It is worth underlining that this model yields accurate results for low angles of impingement (which is where maximum erosion usually takes place in ductile metals) but it predicts no erosion at normal incidence. Calculated results for Finnie’s model are shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Finnie’s model calculated erosion](image)

4.2.2 Hashish Erosion model [3]

A modification of I. Finnie’s model for erosion by solid particle impingement was carried out by M. Hashish in [3]. The main features of this model are that it includes no empirical constants and it also takes into consideration particle shape in the calculations. Again, the model is suitable for low angles of impingement and in ductile materials.

The resulting erosion calculated with Hashish’s formulae is observed in Figure 4.
4.2.3 Grant and Tabakoff Erosion model [4]

The main assumption made for the development of this equation is that erosion depends on two different mechanisms that take place at low and high angles of impingement respectively. A combination of these two mechanisms is used when calculating erosion for intermediate angles of impingement.

Obtained erosion with Grant and Tabakoff’s model can be seen in Figure 5
4.2.4 Nandakumar Erosion model [5]

The last model was developed by Nandakumar et al. who took as a starting point other authors work (Finnie [2] and Bitter [6, 7]). This model calculated the volume eroded by the impacts of the particles on the material’s surface. Again empirical constants are present in this model so that experimental data is needed in order to calculate the eroded volume for a particular case.

Figure 6 shows the location and relative difference of the erosion predicted by Nandakumar’s model.

![Figure 6. Nandakumar’s model calculated erosion](image)

5. Results discussion

It is clear that the four different models predict the location of the maximum erosion at the same location. However, discrepancies arise when quantifying that erosion and the relative erosion around that maximum erosion location. While Finnie’s and Nandakumar’s erosion models both yield similar results for the considered pump channel, Grant and Tabakoff and Hashish’s models agree in predicting much less wear for the same locations. Given that the four models yield similar results for the location of the maximum erosion, it seems reasonable to choose Hashish’s model for a first approach, due to the lack of experimental constants in the formulae being thus, not necessary to perform experimental tests to obtain them.

However for a time dependent evolution of the wear scar, a much more complex approach would have to be considered, applying surface deformation so that the evolution of the velocities and angles of impingement with the development of the eroded surface are properly accounted for.
6. Geometry deformation example

Figures 7 shows the initial shape of the pump channel while figure 8 shows the same channel after the deformation algorithm is applied. Finally, figure 9 provides confirmation that the deformation of the surface follows the erosion contours, i.e., the higher the erosion rate, the larger the deformation.

Figure 7. Pump channel close up before deformation

Figure 8. Deformed pump channel according to erosion
7. Conclusions and future work

Provided that an enormous number of different erosion models can be found in the literature, it seems obvious that one could search for a particular method suitable for the application taken into consideration. However, this search might be time consuming. If only a reasonable initial approach is needed, Hashish’s model appears to be the best choice, while for more accurate predictions a literature review should be performed searching for a more suitable method for the each particular application.

The work to be continued in the future includes the study of the flow changes with surface deformation due to erosion, validation of the CFD model for low concentrations as well as the implementation of methodology for erosion prediction that accounts for the surface changes with time.
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